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Abstract: Unsupervised image segmentation is one of the most important and fundamental tasks in
many computer vision systems. Mixture model is a compelling framework for unsupervised image
segmentation. A segmented image is obtained by clustering the pixel color values of the image with
an estimated mixture model. Problems arise when the selected optimal mixture model contains a
large number of mixture components. Then, multiple components of the estimated mixture model
are better suited to describe individual segments of the image. We investigate methods for merging
the components of the mixture model and their usefulness for unsupervised image segmentation. We
define a simple heuristic for optimal segmentation with merging of the components of the mixture
model. The experiments were performed with gray-scale and color images. The reported results
and the performed comparisons with popular clustering approaches show clear benefits of merging
components of the mixture model for unsupervised image segmentation.
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1. Introduction and Background

Intelligent computer vision systems are becoming increasingly popular. They are
very useful tool in many applications that aid the decision making process, for example,
agriculture [1], structural health monitoring [2], robotics [3], surveillance [4], product
quality and manufacturing [5], self-driving-vehicles [6], medicine [7], and so on.

Image segmentation can be viewed as a useful partitioning of the image. As such, it is
a central task in many computer vision systems, and one of most difficult ones [8–11]. It
can be supervised or unsupervised, as pointed out by Refs. [12,13]. In supervised image
segmentation, we want to partition the image into semantically coherent regions on the
image. This can also be referred to as semantic segmentation [3,14]. As such, it is usually
based on classification methods [13,15,16]. In unsupervised image segmentation, we are
interested in extracting similar segments based on pixel positions and color intensity values
with respect to a criterion [17]. As such, clustering algorithms are mostly used [11,12,17,18].

For supervised image segmentation, we usually need very large datasets for training a
classification model, e.g., a deep neural network [2,14]. In unsupervised image segmenta-
tion, we perform a clustering algorithm directly on the image under consideration [12,17].
Consequently, unsupervised image segmentation based on a clustering algorithm is weaker
in performance than classification. However, they do not require large training datasets, are
faster, require less computational power, and, most importantly, can be used in conjunction
with newer classification methods [3,12,13]. They are also much more useful than their
supervised counterparts for certain domain-specific tasks where prior knowledge is lacking,
whether due to a lack of plausible training images or other factors [12,13,19,20].

A mixture model is a compelling framework for many pattern recognition
tasks [21–24]. Traditionally, it is used in machine learning as a clustering tool and, therefore,
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in computer vision for unsupervised image segmentation [22,25–27]. Mixture models can be
seen as blob detectors, aimed at detecting regions of interest with similar colors or intensities
in an image [9,25,28]. In this respect, similar to the fuzzy clustering algorithms [10,12,29],
they are very promising for unsupervised image segmentation and as such can be useful
for further feature extraction and detection of region of interests [8,19].

Obtaining a useful segmentation with the mixture models is a delicate process. First,
the right mixture model must be chosen, i.e., Gaussian, Gamma, Weibul, or another that can
capture the detail correctly [11,25,30,31]. Next is the choice of model selection criterion [32].
Finally, the algorithm for estimation can be problematic [9]. All of the above-mentioned
can result in either under-segmentation problems (too few regions detected) or over-
segmentation (too many segments detected) [9,28,33]. An over-segmented image can be
regarded as noisy, while an under-segmented image as incomplete and thus inappropriate
for use. To tackle this issue, in this paper, we investigate the usefulness of a clearly
over-segmented solution, provided by the estimated mixture model, and the methods for
merging different detected regions to obtain a more useful segmentation.

Every component of the estimated mixture model represents a segment of the image, in
order to reduce the number of unwanted segments. We are interested in merging different
components of the mixture model [33]. By doing so, we are remedying the problems
that arose as a result of an inappropriate type of mixture model, the deficiency of model
selection criteria, and, to some extent, drawbacks of the estimation algorithm [33–35]. We
are investigating if many-to-one mapping as a one-to-one relationship between a mixture
model component and a cluster may be insufficient [9,33].

This paper is summarized as follows. We start with an explanation of mixture models
and their application in clustering and image segmentation in Section 2. Section 3 is reserved
for the derivation of merging procedures and criteria for merging. Section 4 describes the
estimation algorithm. Section 5 discuses the optimal segmentation. Section 6 introduces
the needed constants for evaluation and in Section 7 we provide the experimental results.
In Section 8 we provide some fruitful discussions of the experimental results, and Section 9
finalizes our work and concludes this paper.

2. Mixture Models

Let Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yn} be a d-dimensional observed dataset of n continuous observa-
tions yj = {y1, y2, . . . , yd}. Each observation yj is assumed to follow the probability density
function (PDF):

f (yj|c, w, Θ) =
c

∑
l=1

wl fl(yj|Θl). (1)

Equation (1) gives the PDF of a mixture model. The PDF of a mixture model consists of
weighted c components that follow simple parametric probability distribution, such as
Gaussian distribution, Weibull distribution, and similar [36,37]. Component distribution
PDF is given by the fl and has the parameters Θl . For example, PDF of multivariate
Gaussian distribution is

fl(yj|Θl) =
1√

(2π)ddet(Σl)
exp

(
−1

2
(yj − µl .)Σ

−1
l (yj − µl)

T
)

. (2)

Component parameters Θl are distribution specific. For the Gaussian mixtures, those
are the mean vector µl and covariance matrix Σl . Weights wl have the properties of the
convex combination wl ≥ 0 ∧ ∑c

l=1 wl = 1 [38]. Thus, we can arrange the mixture model
parameters in a set Θ

Θ = {w1, w2, . . . , wc, Θ1, Θ2, . . . , Θc}, (3)

or concisely and more conveniently

Θ = {w, Θ}. (4)
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The estimation of the parameters involves estimation of component weights w and
component parameters Θ. Usually, we denote the estimations as Θ̂. The easiest way to
estimate the mixture model parameters is via the maximum likelihood. In other words, the
parameters Θ̂ yielding the maximum of

L(Y |Θ = Θ̂) =
n

∏
j=1

f (yj|ĉ, ŵ, Θ̂). (5)

It is often more convenient to maximize the log-likelihood function

log L(Y |Θ) =
n

∑
j=1

log

(
c

∑
l=1

wl fl(yj|Θl)

)
, (6)

and, the estimation can be written as

Θ̂ = argmax
Θ

log L(Y |Θ). (7)

The maximization problem described with Equation (7) has many inconvenient as-
pects, mainly because the number of components c in the mixture model is not known
in advance. First, it is known that the likelihood value increases with the increase in the
number of components due to the overall better fit [28,39]. Second, without knowing
the number of components, it is impossible to derive the (6) to obtain the solution to the
maximization problem. Lastly, the use of global optimization algorithm is not convenient
due to the large number of optimization parameters involved in a mixture model [38].
Thus, some type of model selection procedure is commonly involved in the estimation
process [38].

2.1. Model Selection

Usually, we are interested in estimating the number of components ĉ and the accom-
panying parameters Θ̂; however, in some cases, the number of components is known [38],
in which case the model selection procedure is not needed—this occurs in the minority of
cases. In the majority of cases, we are faced with a ubiquitous problem of the maximization
of (6) when the number of components is unknown. Nonetheless, to derive Equation (6),
we need to know the number of components c. Therefore, it is a common practice to try
out different numbers of components and estimate the fit. Thus, it is quite common and
justified to denote the mixture model in relation to the number of components c,

Θ(c) = {w(c), Θ(c)}. (8)

Additionally, because the likelihood function increases with the increase in the number of
components, the selection of the optimal model based solely on maximum likelihood can
be misleading. Therefore, there is a need to introduce different model criteria to choose
the best fit. Generally, those are called information criteria [38]. We will denote those as IC.
The model selection procedure is described with Algorithm 1 [28,39].

In summary, we estimate the optimal mixture model Θ̂ for different numbers of
components c. If the number of components is known, we can solve Equation (7) using,
for example, the algorithm EM (expectation–maximization) denoted by the EM function in
line 4 of the Algorithm 1. EM is a local optimization algorithm mainly used to estimate the
maximum likelihood parameters of mixture models when some initial parameter estimates
are known in advance [38]. The optimal model is obtained for each number of components,
and the best model is selected from among them. The model giving the optimal selected
ICopt is thus the best model available. ICF in line 5 of Algorithm 1 represents the generic
function for estimating the chosen information criterion.
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Algorithm 1: Model selection procedure

Input: dataset Y and initialize set C = {c1, c2, . . . };
Output: optimal mixture model parameters wopt, Θopt;
1: ICopt = ∞, wopt = {}, Θopt = {}, copt = 0;
2: foreach c ∈ C do:
3: Initialize wini(c), Θini(c);
4: w(c), Θ(c) = EM(Y , wini(c), Θini(c));
5: Estimate criterion IC = ICF(Y , w(c), Θ(c));
6: if IC < ICopt:
7: ICopt = IC, copt = c, wopt = w(c), Θopt = Θ(c);
8: end
9: end

The importance of using a model selection procedure is illustrated in Figure 1. Different
models were estimated for different numbers of components c. For each model, a Bayesian
information criterion (BIC) was calculated [40]. The BIC is defined as

BIC = −2 log L + M log n, (9)

where M is the number of parameters in the model. It is quite obvious that the term
M log n, given that the M increases with the number of components c, is a balance factor
to compensate for the increase in log-likelihood value with the increase in number of
components c.

c=2

200

400

600

800

1000

2 4 6 8 10
c

B
IC

c=4

c=10

Figure 1. Model selection illustrated.

BIC is also one of the most commonly used information criteria [41]. Choosing the
model with the optimal value of BIC should provide the best solution [33,34]. Although
every estimated model yields one of the local optima of log-likelihood function from (6),
different models provide less or more of the information needed. For example, a model
with two components clearly is an under-fit, while a model with ten components gives an
over-fit. In contrast, a model with five components seems to be the best selection, at least
when the BIC criterion is used.

2.2. Mixture Model-Based Clustering and Image Segmentation

In a mixture model framework, it is generally considered that each component in a
model represents one homogeneous unit [42]. In other words, that homogeneous unit rep-
resents a sub-population of the whole population. In a clustering sense, that homogeneous
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unit represents the cluster. A cluster is a group of observations from a dataset that share
similar characteristics. Thus, every observation that arose from a certain component in a
mixture model is considered to form a cluster. For every observation yj in dataset Y , we
can estimate the posterior probability

τjl =
wl fl(yj|Θl)

∑c
l̃=1 wl̃ f l̃(yj|Θl̃)

, (10)

that it arose from the lth mixture model component. The cluster assignment is made
according to the maximum a posteriori (MAP) rule

lj = argmax
l̃=1,...,c

τjl̃ ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. (11)

We are interested in labeling all of the observations in dataset Y : ergo, a clustering
scheme or simply clustering. Image segmentation is a similar process. We want to identify
k partitions of the image, which are coherent in some way. This is illustrated in Figure 2.
The original image in Figure 2a comes from the Berkeley dataset [43] and the second image
(Figure 2b) is the human segmentation provided by the participants in study.

(a) Image. (b) Segmentation.

Figure 2. Image segmentation task.

Many clustering algorithms are used for image segmentation [44]. Image segmentation
with a mixture model can be conducted using pixel intensity and position; however, using
the pixel position values in the estimation of the mixture model often degrades the results,
due to their non-random nature. Thus, we are interested only in modeling the PDF of pixel
intensity; accordingly, we produce a clustering (scheme). Additionally, for the component
distribution, the Gaussian distribution is usually used [9,31]. This is a popular choice
because the multivariate extension is straightforward; thus, images with multiple channels
(color images opposed to monochrome images) can be segmented. Furthermore, the
mixtures of Gaussian distributions are the easiest and most straightforward to estimate.
However, using Gaussian distribution as the component distribution brings many problems.
The first is that the pixel intensity is bounded, while the Gaussian distribution is not. The
second problem arises from the fact that the Gaussian PDF is symmetric around the mode.
Because of the non-symetricity of the mode (i.e., the left and right tails are not equal),
multiple Gaussian components are estimated to compensate for this. This leads to many
clusters, which then leads to many segments, which are not actually present. Although
these problems generally arise with the Gaussian mixture model, the problem of estimating
too many components in other mixture models is also present, especially when estimating
the PDF of an image.

3. Merging of Redundant Components in Mixture Model-Based Clustering

Let us look at the quite famous old faithful geyser dataset [45]. The dataset contains
272 observations on two continuous variables, the first named eruptions and the second
named waiting, as illustrated on plots in Figure 3. The first variable, eruptions, gives
the geyser eruption time in minutes, whilst the second one, waiting, gives the waiting
time to next eruption, also in minutes. Figure 3a gives the visualization of the dataset
without identified clusters while Figure 3b,c give the clustering solution obtained from the
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estimated two-component Gaussian mixture model and the three-component Gaussian
mixture model.
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Figure 3. Old faithful dataset with two and three clustering schemes from estimated two- and three
component Gaussian mixture models (GMM). (a) Old faithful dataset. (b) Two-component GMM.
(c) Three-component GMM.

It occurs quite naturally that the two-component clustering solution is true. Not even
by looking at the solution on plot Figure 3b and only by observing non-colored points
in plot Figure 3a there is some convincing evidence that there are two groups of points.
However, let us examine the obtained values of the IC criteria in Table 1. Even though
the difference in IC values is not so dramatic, the three-component solution is the optimal
solution judging by two different IC, namely AIC (Akaike information criterion [46]) and
BIC. Judging by their value, the three-component solution seems to be a preferred solution.
In contrast, the ICL (integrated classification likelihood [42]) criterion had a lower value
for the two-component mixture, meaning that this model would be selected as optimal.
This is expected because the ICL criterion favors the solution that is more probable to be
the optimal clustering solution. The sole reason for the derivation of the ICL criterion is
to bypass the somewhat tricky nature of BIC to favor the model that is not an optimal
clustering solution.

Table 1. Values of BIC for estimated Gaussian mixture model with different numbers of components.

Gaussian Mixture Model Two Component Solution Three Component Solution

AIC 2284 2274
BIC 2320 2314
ICL 2320 2357

3.1. Entropy-Based Merging

While the ICL criterion seems to be sufficient for the old geyser dataset and gives an
optimal clustering solution, it is far from bulletproof. Mainly, the problem is that it can
provide a clustering solution with too few clusters in highly overlapping situations [34].
In image segmentation, such situations are frequent. Another point is provided in [34].
Although the number of components in the mixture model is well met by, e.g., the BIC
criterion, the number of components in that scenario is well suited for the underlying PDF
of a dataset but not necessarily for clustering. That may well mean that some clusters in the
clustering are not well-presented with only one component of the mixture model, meaning
that a one-to-one scenario is not practical. This goes hand in hand with many density-based
clustering approaches, especially the likes of mean-shift or modal-based EM algorithm [47].

To propose a solution, Baudry et al. [34] developed a merging procedure based on the
estimation of entropy of soft clustering: in other words, posterior probabilities. Starting
with a number of components c in the mixture model that fits the dataset well and an equal
number of clusters k = c as the number of components in the mixture model, the idea is
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to build a sequence of clusterings with merged pairs of clusters. Thus, the newly created
clustering schemes contain k− 1 clusters. At each stage, merging happens between each and
every pair of clusters and the most promising pair for creating the k− 1 clustering scheme
is the one for which the newly obtained k− 1 clustering scheme maximizes a criterion

Ell̃ = −
n

∑
j=1

(
τjl log τjl + τjl̃ log τjl̃

)
+

n

∑
j=1

τjl∪l̃ log τjl∪l̃ , (12)

where the τjl gives the posterior that the jth observation belongs to lth component/cluster,
τjl̃ gives the posterior that the jth observation belongs to l̃th component/cluster, and the

τjl∪l̃ is the posterior of the merged cluster combined from components/clusters l and l̃. The
posterior τjl∪l̃ can be simply calculated as

τjl∪l̃ = τjl + τjl̃ , (13)

and obvious condition l 6= l̃ should be met. The number of combinations is therefore
equal to (

k
2

)
=

k!
2(k− 2)!

=
k(k− 1)

2
, (14)

when the current number of components/clusters is k.
The final selected merged clustering scheme fits the data as well as the first solution

provided by the c mixture model components, since it is based on the same mixture model
and the likelihood does not change. Only the number and definition of clusters are different.
In contrast, the likelihood of the mixture model selected by the ICL criterion can be worse.
The method described above yields just one suggested set of clusters for each k, and the
user can choose between them on substantive grounds. For example, the number of clusters
in the final clustering scheme can be selected to match the number of components in the
mixture model selected with the ICL criterion. Otherwise, because in each merging step
we obtain the entropy of merged pair of clusters from the previous clustering scheme, the
elbow method can be employed on graphical results of the entropy variation against the
number of clusters to select the final number of clusters k [34].

3.2. Merging Based on Directly Estimated Mis-Classification Probabilities

The second method is described by [35]. As the previous method described, this
method depends on soft clustering or, in other words, posterior probabilities τl j and hard
clustering or indicator value 1l j. Indicator value 1l j is a binary variable giving the indicator
if the observation yj belongs to lth component/cluster. However, we are not interested
in the probability of observation being clustered to the lth component/cluster but the
misclassification probability between two components of the mixture model pll̃ . The
misclassification probability pll̃ can be summarized as the distance between two probability
distributions, e.g., for two Gaussian distributions, a Bhattacharyya distance [35], but in a
more generalized fashion and additionally more focused on clustering application. The
misclassification probability can be estimated as

p̂ll̃ =
∑n

j=1 τl j1(l̃ j)

∑n
j=1 τl j

, (15)

where the τl j is the soft clustering for the lth component/cluster and 1(l̃ j) is the hard
clustering for the l̃th component. It is also important to say that the p̂ll̃ is not symmetric,
meaning that p̂ll̃ 6= p̂l̃l ; however, this can be violated. Thus, the most optimistic criterion
is the

q = max
(

p̂ll̃ , p̂l̃l
)
, (16)
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and should be used to select the merging pair of components/clusters. Again, it is quite
obvious that the merged pair will result in equal posterior probabilities τjl∪l̃ as for the
previous described method (Equation (13)).

Merely by observing the merging criteria in both methods, it is sufficient to say that
both procedures will results in different final clustering schemes. Nonetheless, they share
several similarities, given that the ∑k

l=1 τl j = 1 must hold for any number of clusters
k ≤ c. The most important similarity, at least for the image segmentation task, is the
obvious merging of overlapping components. Namely, two components, not overlapped
significantly, will obey the rule of τl j >> τl̃ j ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n} or vice versa. In other words,
one component will have posterior probabilities close to 1, while the other will have close to
0. Thus, both criteria (Equations (12) and (16)) will be close to 0, suggesting the component
should not be merged. Otherwise, if the significant overlap between components exists,
both criteria will yield significantly higher values, suggesting that the components should
be merged. Simply, the methods will progress to the solution that will minimize the
overlap between the posterior probabilities. If the overlap between the mixture model
components is not high both methods will yield similar solutions; however, in the presence
of high overlap between the components of the mixture model, both methods will give
different results.

3.3. Component Merging Mechanism Inside Mixture Model

An advantage of both selected merging methods and criteria is in the fact that they can
be used for any component distribution in the mixture model, as they both are distribution
parameter independent [35]. Instead of recalculating the best possible merging pair based
on distribution component parameters, we are calculating the best possible merging pair
based on posterior probabilities τl j and clustering labels (indicator values) 1l j. Thus, both
methods have a wider range of application. Furthermore, instead of recalculating new
component parameters for new merged pairs, we simply store the merging tree, and
only update the posterior probabilities with Equation (13) to reflect the current/desirable
number of clusters. Cluster indicator values for new merged clusters can be obtained
merely by summing the indicator values of previously merged pair of clusters:

1jl∪l̃ = 1jl + 1jl̃ , (17)

and cluster labels by the union of cluster labels of cluster pairs to be merged. Essentially,
we are performing a form of hierarchical clustering on mixture model components. By
doing so, we maintain the flexibility of a merged cluster being defined by multiple mixture
model components.

4. REBMIX Algorithm and Connection with Image Segmentation

This section develops the connection of the REBMIX (Rough-Enhanced-Bayes mixture
estimation) algorithm and its usefulness in image segmentation. We will not cover details
about the REBMIX algorithm already described in many papers [24,36,37,48,49]. As already
indicated by [28], the REBMIX algorithm is a heuristic useful for the estimation of mixture
model parameters based on empirical density estimation. The first step in the multi-step
procedure employed is the pre-processing step in which the empirical density estimation is
carried out. This empirical density estimate can be made with different techniques; however,
we are interested in the histogram, which is, in essence, how the pixel density values in an
image can be naturally compressed. Given that the digital images are represented by single
(gray scale) or multiple channels (color, RGB or otherwise), which are vectors of integers,
the input parameter for the REBMIX algorithm pre-processing step is known in advance.
For the different bit depths of digital image, this parameter varies; e.g., for 4-bit images this
parameter is K = 24 = 16 and for the 8-bit it is K = 28 = 256 and so on. Given that the 8-bit
digital images are predominantly used, K = 256 can be adopted most of the time, because
the pixel intensity is an integer value between 0 and 255. However, as pointed out in [28],
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this parameter can lead to the overflowing of estimated mixture model components, which
again emphasizes the merging of components in the mixture model.

5. Optimal Image Segmentation

In revising the merging criteria, we have already given some of the heuristics men-
tioned in [34,35] that indicate when is optimal to stop merging the mixture components and
yield final clustering solution. We will revise them here and propose some more practical
ones, especially with respect to image segmentation. As mentioned before, one could aim
that the final number of clusters after merging is equal to the number of components of
the mixture model selected with the ICL criterion. On the other hand, the merging process
could be stopped if the merging criterion is lower than a predetermined lower bound for
that specific merging criterion. For example, [35] gives the lower bound for the DEMP
merging criterion q∗ = 0.05 in his experiments. The introduction of new hyperparameters
seems, at least to us, somewhat problematic. They might work in one situation and not in
another. Their values vary considerably for different examples, leaving a lot of leeway to
the user. This can be encouraging and annoying at the same time. We would like to avoid
this. In addition, they are usually difficult to automate. The best we can do is to use the
elbow method to determine the optimal value. In other words, the heuristic here is the
knee of a curve obtained by plotting the values of the merging criterion and the number
of clusters. In clustering, we justify this with the notion of loss of explanation due to sub-
sequent merging. We further note that using the elbow method for our purposes leads to
the following problem. The digitized nature of the image intensities may result in multiple
elbows (or knees), leading to multiple plausible stops, making this heuristic unappealing.
Finally, we may also want to use a different metric that does not depend on the mixture
model and is more focused on the current application, namely image segmentation.

Measuring entropy has proven to be a useful metric in many artificial intelligence
image applications [50–53]. The entropy of an image is simply defined as

H = −∑
j

pj log pj, (18)

where j is the unique color in the image and pj is the probability of its occurrence. Segment-
ing the image using the mixture model with c components yields the entropy estimate

H = −
c

∑
l=1

wl log wl . (19)

It is trivial to see that subsequently merging the mixture components reduces the
estimated entropy, since Ĥ → 0 when c→ 1 due to the property of mixture components
weights is ∑c

l=1 wl = 1. Therefore, to approach a practical solution, we propose an average
of the image segmentation entropy of the form

E(H) = −
c

∑
l=1

w2
l log wl . (20)

Finally, it should be noted that this average of the image segmentation entropy is in no
way related to the average entropy of [54], where the goal is the average entropy estimate
of a continuous random variable. The optimal image segmentation can therefore be chosen
to maximize the average of the image segmentation entropy or max E(H).

6. Experimental Setup

In this section, we further describe the experiments, experimental algorithm settings,
different algorithms used, and metrics used for the results evaluation. Experiments are
conducted on digital images. Digital images can have multiple channels. Usually, color
digital images have three or more channels. Each channel represents one of the primary
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colors and its intensity. However, monochrome digital images (gray-scale) have only one
channel, which contains only the amount of light, i.e., the intensity.

Color digital images carry much more information; thus, they are more demanding
for processing. In contrast, monochrome images are easier to process, as they have less
information. Some algorithms used for image processing are also only capable of processing
gray-scale images. Therefore, color images need to be transformed into gray-scale. A
mixture model-based approach is capable of handling color images and, therefore, also
gray-scale images. Because gray-scale processing requires fewer parameters to be estimated,
it has a better prognosis on gray-scale images. Nonetheless, the results for color images can
be promising, as seen in [28].

Thus, the mixture model approach for clustering to both gray-scale and color images
will be used to obtain segmentation. For the mixture model, we will use the Gaussian
mixture model. For the information criterion, we will use BIC; for the model selection
estimation strategy, we will use single REBMX and EM from rebmix R package. The
strategy is fully described in [39]. In essence, we are combining both REBMIX and EM
algorithms to obtain the best possible estimations while keeping the computation overhead
minimal, by providing the smoothing parameter K to the REBMIX pre-processing step. The
value of parameter K = 256 is described in the previous section. The maximum number
components to consider in model selection procedure is cmax = 15. The merging of mixture
model components with the entropy criterion, explained in Section 3.1, is referred to as ENT,
and the merging of mixture model components with directly estimated misclassification
probabilities, explained in Section 3.2, is referred to as DEMP. In addition, a single REBMX
and EM strategy with ICL criterion is used as a baseline approach for optimal image
segmentation with Gaussian mixture models. We refer to this as ICL.

We will use several useful external clustering metrics to quantitatively evaluate various
image segmentation results.

Remark 1. For completeness, we reiterate that the terms segmentation and clustering are used
interchangeably, as they are equivalent in this context and refer to the same thing. For aesthetic
reasons, we use the term segmentation when we want to emphasize the clustering application of
image partitioning.

We use precision P, recall R , Dice score F1 , Jaccard score, adjusted rand index ARI,
and adjusted mutual information AMI. Precision and recall are self-explanatory. The
former is the frequency of correctly predicted positives among all predicted positives and
the latter is the frequency of correctly predicted positives among all correctly predicted
positives. The Dice score is the harmonic mean between Precision and Recall, and the
Jaccard score or better known as Intersection over Union is the frequency of correctly
predicted positives among all true positives and predicted positives. Formally we define
them with following equations

P =
TP

TP + FP
(21)

R =
TP

TP + FN
(22)

F1 =
2 · TP

2 · TP + FP + FN
(23)

F =
TP

TP + FP + FN
(24)

where in clustering

• True positives (TP) is the number of pairs of points belonging to the same cluster in
predicted and true clustering;

• False positives (FP) is the number of pairs of points belonging to the same cluster in
true clustering but they are in different clusters in predicted clustering;
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• False negatives (FN) is the number of pairs of points belonging to the same cluster in
predicted clustering but they are in different clusters in true clustering;

• True negatives (TN) is the number of pairs of points that do not belong to the same
cluster in predicted and true clustering.

These four metrics give several meaningful aspects of segmentation quality with
different clustering algorithms compared to ground truth (i.e., perfect or true segmentation).
On the other hand, we use ARI and AMI to provide a measure of agreement between
two clustering solutions, i.e., predicted and true clustering, that takes into account the
randomness of cluster assignments. This is especially important when the number of
clusters in the predicted and true clustering is different and when the number of predicted
clusters is large. ARI is defined in the range [−1, 1], with values less than 0 indicate that
clustering is worse than performing clustering at random, while values greater than zero
generally define the degree of agreement between clusters. AMI is defined in the range
[0, 1], with values closer to 0 indicating largely independent clusters between the predicted
and true clustering, and values closer to 1 indicating stronger agreement between clusters in
the predicted and true clustering. The equations for ARI and AMI are somewhat unwieldy,
and to avoid further repetition and unnecessary lengthening of the text, we omit them here.
Interested readers may wish to consult them in [55], for example.

Finally, a note on clustering algorithms used alongside mixture modeling. There are
many clustering algorithms, but the most popular ones, and thus the ones we use for
comparison here, are discussed in more detail in the following two groups.

1. EM algorithm with Gaussian mixtures denoted as GMM [38], K-means denoted as
KMEANS [56], and Fuzzy C-means denoted as FCMEANS [57],

2. and Meanshift denoted as MS [58], Density-based clustering denoted as DBSCAN [59],
and Ordering Points To Identify the Clustering Structure denoted as OPTICS [60].

In the first group of clustering algorithms, the number of clusters must be determined
in advance. We will use these algorithms for the experiments if we want to obtain the
clustering solution with the desired number of clusters (segments). The second group of
clustering algorithms estimates the optimal number of clusters based on internal criteria,
providing the optimal clustering. We will use these algorithms for optimal segmentation
of images. For their implementation, we use the scikit-learn library for the Python pro-
gramming language [61]. To use them in the context of image segmentation, we followed
the procedure of [44]. First, we used the SEEDS (Superpixels Extracted via Energy-Driven
Sampling) superpixel algorithm [62] (from OpenCV library) and reduced the number of
pixels in the image. In addition, we tried different values of the required parameters to
obtain the best possible segmentation on several images. Once we were satisfied, we kept
these values for further evaluation.

7. Experiments

In this section, we further report the results obtained by applying different clustering
algorithms to digital images from different datasets. We use these for comparative studies of
the discussed merging criteria and the optimal clustering obtained based on the heuristics
we proposed in Section 5.

7.1. Crack Image Segmentation

In the first experiment, we will investigate the usefulness of our proposal for the
problem of segmenting crack images (see Figure 4). This is a widely known and studied
problem in the literature [63]. The goal is to extract the pixels from the digital images that
belong to the observed crack on the digital image, essentially a foreground/background
segmentation. The images examined are monochromatic (gray-scale) because the crack
on the image usually manifests as an area of lower intensity (darker). Many thresholding
methods commonly used for this problem fail because the gray density distributions
representing the background and foreground are not normal or appear as quasi-unimodal
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functions [64]. In addition to thresholding methods, a clustering approach is also useful. It
can be considered as a two-cluster problem, but may fail because the background and/or
foreground object are not optimally estimated with a single distribution and thus require
subsequent merging.

Figure 4. Segmentation of crack images with different clustering algorithms. First row: gray-scale
image; true segmentation; GMM; KMEANS. Second row: FCMEANS; OTSU; ENT; DEMP.

For this task, we examined 250 different images that can be found on online dataset
repositories. Most of them are from previous studies of crack image segmentation, such
as Ref. [63]. The qualitative results can be found in Figure 4. The quantitative results are
presented in Figure 5 in the form of boxplots, and the summary average values of the four
metrics studied can be found in Table 2. We chose to examine only Precision, Recall, Dice,
and Jaccard score because we knew exactly how many segments the optimal segmentation
should contain, namely two segments.

Table 2. Averaged metric values obtained on crack segmentation dataset. The best values are in bold.

Metric↓/Algorithm→ GMM KMEANS FCMEANS OTSU ENT DEMP

Precision (P) 45.6 39.0 28.2 38.9 78.4 70.9
Recall (R) 88.5 92.6 94.4 92.6 63.4 73.7
Dice (F1) 54.4 45.3 34.8 45.2 61.9 65.3

Jaccard (J) 42.6 36.1 26.6 36.0 49.7 54.1

From the reported results, it is clear that merging the components with either ENT
or DEMP criteria results in much better segmentation than the compared algorithms. For
clarity, we have also included the famous Otsu thresholding method (OTSU), although it is
not a clustering method. It is also worth noting that we are dealing with an unbalanced
problem, which is why the recall value is slightly exaggerated. This is because the cracks
only occupy a small portion of the image. Even if the returned segmentation contained
only one segment (i.e., no crack was detected), the percentage of correctly returned pixels
out of all positively returned segments is still high. On the other hand, the precision is low
because the false-positive pixels may exceed the true-positive ones. Judging by the Dice and
Jaccard score, the ENT and DEMP algorithms that use mixture merging are far superior.
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Figure 5. Boxplots of the metric distribution using different clustering algorithms for the crack image
segmentation dataset.

7.2. Natural Image Segmentation

The second experiment is natural image segmentation. This is the most common
application of image segmentation methods. The goal is to obtain a meaningful segmen-
tation of the image that indicates the different coherent regions in the image. The first
experiment is considered a simpler task, so we used only gray-scale variants of the images.
The second experiment is much more challenging, as the variations of the different objects
on the natural image are harder to distinguish. Therefore, we are forced to use all three RGB
channels of a digital color image. All images used are available as a part of the Berkeley
image segmentation dataset [43].

7.2.1. Recovering the True Segmentation by Manually Selecting Optimal Number
of Segments

We will first present the comparative results of segmentation with merging the compo-
nents of the mixture model versus estimating one mixture component per segment. In other
words, we are interested in whether merging multiple components of the mixture model
per segment proves to be better. To extend the comparisons a bit, we added other clustering
algorithms from the first group, where we also need to choose the desired number of
components (number of clusters in KMEANS and FCMEANS). To make these comparisons
more illustrative and also more fair, we selected five simple images from the Berkeley
image segmentation dataset and relabeled them so that their true segmentation is more
homogeneous in color. This was necessary because first, the true segmentation from the
Berkeley image segmentation dataset is more semantically oriented. Second, it lets us
know how many segments should be included in the resulting segmentation so that we
can specify the desired number of segments for each algorithm to be compared. Selected
images are provided in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Selected images from the Berkley image segmentation dataset. Image identifiers are: 35058,
24063, 97033, 353013, 361084.

In the first image, we target two segments, a green background and a red ladybug.
In the second image, 24063, we target three segments: house (white), door and balcony
(brown), and sky (blue). The third image, 97033, would ideally have four segments, house
(brown), snow (white), forest (green), and sky (blue). In the fourth image, 353013, there
are five distinguishable colors (table, flowerpot, earth, flower, and background), so five
segments, and in the fifth image there are six (earth, elephants, jockeys, blankets, forest,
and sky). We summarized all qualitative results in Figure 7 and quantitative results in
Table 3. For the quantitative results, we only report Precision P, Recall R, Dice score F1,
and Jaccard score J because the true segmentation and the predicted segmentation contain
the same number of segments. They seem to be sufficiently informative.

Figure 7. Image segmentation with different clustering algorithms. First column: True segmentation;
Second column: GMM; Third column: KMEANS; Fourth column: FCMEANS; Fifth column: ENT;
Sixth column: DEMP.

From the reported qualitative and quantitative results, it is evident that the merging
of the mixture components leads to a better segmentation of the image, both by the highest
obtained metric value and by the visual inspection of the segmentation. Moreover, it
is clear that the merging of numerous components circumvents the problems caused
by the representation of the segment by one component (or cluster for KMEANS and
FCMEANS), which are mostly caused by obtaining the locally optimal cluster solution.
The algorithms used here would inevitably find a more suitable local clustering solution
if we further perturb the initial parameters. However, this could become impractical and
computationally infeasible.
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Table 3. Quantitative results of segmentation quality of selected images with different clustering
algorithms. The best values are in bold.

Precision score (P)
Algorithm GMM KMEANS FCMEANS ENT DEMP

Image

35058 94 94.2 94.2 96.8 96.8
24063 91.1 95.7 80.3 81.7 96.4
97033 73.4 68.7 67.9 83.7 83.7

353013 77.0 58.4 58.4 65.7 69
361084 76.6 53.1 51.1 80.9 75.7

Recall score (R)
Algorithm GMM KMEANS FCMEANS ENT DEMP

Image

35058 50.4 54.4 54.3 99.9 99.9
24063 91.1 95.7 80.3 81.7 96.4
97033 73.4 68.7 67.9 83.7 83.7

353013 64.8 63.7 56.8 84.7 85.1
361084 73.0 57.0 45.8 76.5 69.4

Dice score (F1)
Algorithm GMM KMEANS FCMEANS ENT DEMP

Image

35058 65.6 69.0 68.9 98.3 98.3
24063 81.8 93.9 78.9 84.8 95.7
97033 55.7 49.4 48.8 67.0 67.0

353013 70.4 60.9 57.6 74.0 76.2
361084 74.7 55.0 48.3 78.6 72.4

Jaccard score (J)
Algorithm GMM KMEANS FCMEANS ENT DEMP

Image

35058 48.8 52.6 52.5 96.7 96.7
24063 69.3 88.5 65.2 73.6 91.8
97033 38.6 32.8 32.3 50.3 50.3

353013 54.3 43.8 40.4 58.7 61.6
361084 59.7 37.9 31.9 64.8 56.7

7.2.2. Optimal Segmentation Results on Berkley Image Segmetation Dataset

In the second part of the experiment, we are interested in empirically investigating
the optimal segmentation that results from the heuristic described in Section 5. In the first
part of the experiment, we manually determined the optimal number of segments based on
the image under study. Thus, we limited ourselves to a smaller number of images for com-
parison. Here, the heuristic selects the optimal segmentation, i.e., the number of segments
is determined automatically; therefore, it is plausible to analyze it on the entire dataset.
The empirical study was enriched by comparisons with, in addition to the segmentation
results obtained with the ICL criterion and the BIC criterion without subsequent merging,
the clustering algorithms of the second group (MS, DBSCAN, and OPTICS), which can also
provide optimal segmentation.The qualitative results of segmentation by using different
algorithms is provided in Figure 8 and Table 4. We have also added some qualitative results
in Figure 9 to further illustrate the segmentation of different algorithms. Table 4 shows
the averaged metrics for each algorithm over the entire dataset . A better representation is
provided by the boxplots for each algorithm and metric in Figure 8, which we can also use
to examine scatter.
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Table 4. Averaged metrics obtained with the Berkley image segmentation dataset. The best values
are in bold.

Metric↓/Algorithm→ BIC ICL ENT DEMP MS DBSCAN OPTICS

Precision (P) 58.3 53.6 50.2 51.4 44.4 51.1 41.6
Recall (R) 30.2 50.1 53.8 57.4 78.9 66.8 75.7
Dice (F1) 36.1 46.7 47.5 49.8 52.7 53.7 49.5
Jaccard (J) 22.9 32.2 32.8 34.9 38.4 39.5 35.1

ARI 22 26.8 26.8 29.3 24.7 31.4 17.3
AMI 36.9 37.2 37.9 38.4 28.1 36.2 25.2
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Figure 8. Boxplots of the metric distribution using different clustering algorithms for the Berkley
image segmentation dataset.

The results reported here are similar and mostly better than the values in [44]. This
could be due to the different setting of the experimental parameters and the different im-
plementation of the algorithm, but we find it interesting. Since the BIC and ICL algorithms
returned many segments, and generally more than the other methods studied, which
can be further verified in Figure 9, the precision value was high and the recall value was
low, as expected. Since the clustering algorithms MS, DBSCAN, and OPTICS preferred a
smaller number of segments, the recall value was high and the precision was low. This
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clustering was also highly dependent on the superpixels obtained. First, the superpixels
greatly reduced the number of pixels (we chose about 1000 superpixels), reducing the color
variations of small objects while preserving the variations of larger objects. This can also
be seen in Figure 9. The ladybugs in Figure 9c or the house in Figure 9b, or rather, their
respective segments are missing and were merged with others. The merging algorithms
were mostly in the middle, with DEMP consistently better than ENT. The AMI value was
the best of all with the DEMP algorithm. ARI’s slightly higher scores with the DBSCAN
algorithm than with DEMP are due to the fact that many images contain a large portion of
the scene with background that was correctly segmented in most cases. Again, both the
merging algorithms and the heuristics were inadequate because the optimal segmentation
favored more than one segment for the background. Finally, examination of the scatter
of the metric values from Figure 8 suggests that the BIC algorithm has the least variation
(i.e., the box with the lowest height). This, in turn, could be related to the fact that the BIC
algorithm always had the highest number of segments. Therefore, it is expected that the
values of the metrics obtained for different images would vary less. On the other hand,
with fewer segments, the values may vary greatly from the expected values, resulting in
very different metric values for different images.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9. Segmentation results on different images from Berkley image segmentation dataset. First
row: BIC, ICL, DEMP, and ENT algorithm. Second row: MS, DBSCAN, and OPTICS algorithm. Last
image in second row is true segmentation. (a) Segmentation results of different algorithms on image
24063. (b) Segmentation results of different algorithms on image 97033. (c) Segmentation results of
different algorithms on image 35008.
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7.3. Comparisons of Computational Times

The final reports address the computation time required for each algorithm. Theo-
retically, the algorithms used here should be evaluated until the maximum number of
iterations is exhausted, as noted in Refs. [28,39]. In this case, their time complexity is
polynomial. Empirically, however, it turns out that these algorithms perform differently
due to their slightly different implementations or approximations used, etc. Here, we focus
on the empirical results obtained during runtime. Since the gray-scale images have only
one value per pixel and the color images have three, we split the results to obtain a better
understanding of the differences.

We provide the results again in the form of boxplots of the computation times for
each algorithm and both datasets, one representing the gray-scale images and the other
the color images, in Figure 10 and the average computation times over both datasets in
Table 5. For the gray-scale images, it can be seen that the single REBMIX and EM strategy
with K = 256 used for mixture estimation in the R package rebmix yields similarly fast
results as the Gaussian mixture implementation of sklearn, although it estimates at least 15
more candidate mixture models, as indicated by the parameter cmax. This is also true for
the KMEANS and FCMEANS algorithms used. OTSU was significantly faster, but this was
to be expected due to its simple calculations. On the other hand, when comparing the color
images, it looks like the mixture model approaches are abundantly exhaustive compared to
their counterparts MS, DBSCAN, and OPTICS. It should be noted that the MS, DBSCAN,
and OPTICS algorithms ran on largely shrunken data sets with only 1000 values obtained
by SEEDS superpixel, as opposed to the mixture approach which ran on the full image
resolution. The image resolution was 480 × 320, giving 153,600 pixel values, which means
that the data sets for the mixture model were 150 times larger. One of the main reasons
why the superpixels are used at all is that the MS, DBSCAN and OPTICS algorithms would
not provide segmentation in an acceptable time to even consider them here. Therefore,
the direct comparison of the computation times obtained is somewhat unfair, yet the time
performance of the mixture model for color images is definitely not pleasing. Finally, ENT
merging seems to be somewhat slower, at least for the gray-scale images. This is somewhat
unexpected, since the number of operations is the same for DEMP and ENT merging. The
only difference we think is plausible is that ENT merging requires repeated log calculation,
which could cause this overhead.
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Figure 10. Boxplots of the distribution of computational time using different clustering algorithms
for the two datasets used (the dataset for crack segmentation is referred to as gray-scale images and
the dataset for Berkley image segmentation is referred to as color images).
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Table 5. Average value of computation time over for each algorithm.

Gray-scale images

Algorithm GMM KMEANS FCMEANS OTSU ENT DEMP
Computation time (s) 0.786 2.671 2.272 0.139 2.267 1.375

Color images

Algorithm BIC ICL ENT DEMP MS DBSCAN OPTICS
Computation time (s) 32.82 33.75 33.86 32.83 0.429 0.145 0.591

8. Discussion

Merging components of a mixture model based on entropy or misclassification criteria
seems to be a very useful approach to quickly improve image segmentation. Indeed,
using a model selection procedure and a non-clustering information criterion such as BIC
allows greater flexibility in image segmentation than simply using a clustering information
criterion, e.g., ICL. The explanation for this lies in the fact that the segment-wise distribution
differs from the Gaussian distribution for many images. However, the Gaussian distribution
is interesting because of its simple definition and straightforward application. The segment
color distribution of a given image may be multimodal or skewed, and the BIC criterion
would be sufficient to model the underlying PDF of the image, but the cost is the large
number of components. ICL reduces the number of components by penalizing highly
overlapping components. The price, however, is that such components may not be well
suited for modeling individual segments. We have seen that neither of them is capable
of handling image segmentation on its own. Merging components fixes this problem and
improves image segmentation and thus the application of the mixture model.

However, upon visual inspection of the segmentation, we noticed that the two merge
criteria introduced seem to suffer from the obvious drawback of hierarchical merging of
components. More precisely, only one pair of components is merged in each stage of the
merging process. In this way, the merge estimation is simplified because in each stage
the merge criterion is recalculated for the remaining untouched and merged components.
However, this presents an obvious problem when the final clustering solution is not just a
few stages away from the original clustering solution. Both criteria clearly focus on merging
smaller components with larger ones, and likewise on merging smaller clusters with larger
ones. At each stage, they increase the size of the already large cluster, so to speak. For
example, if the final merge is 10 stages away from the original solution, the smaller but
informative cluster has already been merged because of its size. The smaller cluster will
not be merged with the larger one only if its centroid is far apart in the feature space. The
optimal segmentation heuristic presented here naively fixes this, as the maximum value of
Equation (20) favors more clusters of equal size. However, by using multiple merges in
each stage, the problem could be circumvented. This should be considered more critically,
however, as it could lead to further undesirable artifacts.

Here we have dealt with unsupervised segmentation of images using only color pixel
values. It is also known that using the spatial information, i.e., pixel positions, can enrich
the segmentation, especially when the image is contaminated with a lot of noise, see [12]
for example. However, including this information as two additional vectors does not lead
to better results, since pixel positions are not random variables. They must be explored
through well-defined neighborhood systems with spatial interactions. As a starting point,
we decided to explore merging only for the color pixel values, since the additional inclusion
of the spatial information through a well-defined theory, such as the hidden Markov
random fields [38], can only improve the results.

Finally, we would like to discuss the high computational cost of estimating the mixture
model. Using the predefined value K = 256 for the pre-processing step does not reduce
the size of the dataset, but only makes it more compact. We obtained sufficiently fast
results for gray-scale images, but the speed was not satisfactory for color images. The value
K = 256 for three-dimensional space results in 16,777,216 bins. Most of these are empty
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and we always obtain a smaller number of non-empty bins than the number of pixels in the
image. However, most bins contain only one pixel. Decreasing the value of K also decreases
the size of the dataset and affects the mixture estimation, especially with the algorithm
EM. On the other hand, if we reduce the value of K to K = 50, we obtain significantly
better computation times than all other algorithms. Nevertheless, the reduction should be
critically evaluated and some guidelines need to be given, which we will further focus on
in the future.

9. Conclusions

The mixture model is a compelling framework for unsupervised image segmentation.
The introduction of merging components of the mixture model further improves segmenta-
tion results. Moreover, the introduction of the optimal segmentation heuristic preserves
the most relevant segments. We have conducted a series of experiments on gray-scale
and color images, which confirm the above statements. Tables 2–4 and the Figures 5 and 8
show that the reported metrics do indeed indicate better image segmentation, which can be
further evidenced by looking at the qualitative segmentation in Figures 4, 7 and 9. Further
improvements should also be carefully considered in the future. First, the inadequacy of the
hierarchical merging process discussed in the previous section could be improved. Second,
pixel positions should also be included in the segmentation process in an appropriate
framework. Thus, the similarity of two mixture components can be further increased or
decreased by introducing spatial relationships, enriching the merging process.
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